Each Jimmy John's is independently owned and operated under a franchise agreement with Jimmy John's Franchise, LLC, franchisor of the JIMMY JOHN'S system. Any questions regarding employment must be directed to the franchise owner/operator. Jimmy John’s Franchise, LLC does not have access to franchisees’ employment records or specific rules for employment as defined by the franchisees.

DATA ANALYST
 Jimmy John’s Franchise, LLC

Location:
 JJ’s Store 99999
 2212 Fox Drive Champaign IL 61820

Contact Information:
 Name: Recruiter
 Phone: 2173569900
 Email: jimmyjohns+en@agents.icims.com

Job Description
The Deal:
Jimmy John’s Gourmet Sandwiches is a no B.S. company dubbed as one of the fastest growing Quick Service Restaurants in the nation. We are perfect bread, systems in place, and spectacular employees who lead and don’t pass the buck. Since starting as 1 sub shop in 1983, we have grown to over 2,300 locations across 44 states.

“If you measure it, you can manage it,” we always say. So we are looking for an analyst to help us do both. This JJ Data Analyst will have a passion for combing through numbers and deciphering what they mean. They will understand the value of telling a story by uncovering patterns and trends hidden within the business’ numbers.

The Data Analyst will:
· Be thoroughly trained in office and store operations – you’ll know the biz inside and out
· Analyze raw data (from mayo scoops to dollars) to uncover critical insights
· Work both independently and cross functionally – you’ll be our in-house data expert
· Clearly communicate results and recommendations to staff on all levels – present the facts and your solution

The Job Essentials:
· 4-year degree in a related field
· Previous data analysis experience, preferably leading projects
· Possess proven, strong analytical skills
· Ability and willingness to work on assigned projects as well as create independent ones

To be a JJ Rockstar, you must execute all tasks with a high sense of urgency and follow all projects from start to finish. If you take critical feedback well and thrive on performance-based compensation, this may be just what you’re looking for.

The JJ Perks:
· Higher than average earning potential
· Casual work environment (jeans allowed!!)
· Medical, dental, vision and life insurance
· 401(k) retirement plan
· Paid time off

If you are a self-disciplined numbers guru who is looking for an opportunity to make a real impact and who can communicate findings in a clear, concise manner, apply here: